Mr. President and Members of Congress:

Reverse the trend! Invest more in basic research today so that the U.S. will continue to be a technology leader!

- Internet and World Wide Web
- Medical Technology (Devices and Diagnostics)
- Ultrafast Computers
- Space Exploration, Mars Rover
- PDA’s, Cell Phones
- Global Positioning Systems

Innovation has led to high value jobs and a higher standard of living for all Americans.

But the Future of Innovation is at Risk!

These breakthroughs would not have happened without basic research in physics, chemistry and engineering that was done in the 60’s and 70’s. But research spending in these areas has been declining for 30 years as a percentage of GDP.

Mr. President and Members of Congress:

Reverse the trend! Invest more in basic research today so that the U.S. will continue to be a technology leader!

Economics 101: Basic Research = Innovation
Innovation = Jobs

Innovation is America’s Economic Heartbeat.
Don’t Flat Line our Future!